Qu-Ali-ty Fights (Medium)  Christopher Shaw

ACROSS

1. NFL or MLB player
4. "___ size!" (common ad claim)
10. Turn-of-the-century politician Eugene
15. Tennessee or Texas color
16. Eye layer
17. "Thrilla' in Manila" loser
19. Place to find bees
20. Dustin's Midnight Cowboy character
21. Former NBA bruiser Charles
23. Dashboards in British autos
25. Exchanges money for
27. "___ out!" (stereotypical ump's call)
28. Where you might learn un, deux, trois
29. One holds about 954 litres
30. Pig's outs?
32. Like the hopes for the Nats to win the World Series
33. Places for a long sleep
35. "Rumble in the Jungle" loser
40. Al and his brother Mark, who each pitched for the Yankees
41. Lang. group that includes Spanish and Italian
43. Johnny B. ___
46. You can often take five at one?
47. Captain Granato of the 1998 US Olympic Hockey team
49. Go out for a pass, say
50. Maintained possession of
52. Berkshire Hathaway founder
53. Soldier's relax pose
54. Certain mid-summer classic participant, for short
55. Center's job
58. Former NFLer Justin
59. Tenth of twelve: Abbr.
60. Jersey, to a Brit
61. Element of a natural field

DOWN

1. Kid's lunch, for short
2. Car co. until 1975
3. Brave great difficulty
4. They come from the left ventricle
5. Lewd
6. Starbucks tea vendor
7. Singlet
8. It can make you grow or shrink
9. A "bad, bad" Brown
10. Technically, a 0-foot shot
11. Author Waugh
12. Beg for, archaically
13. Greek pleasure-seekers
15. Good pirate nickname
16. In unison
17. Provided for
24. "Can I bum ___?"
25. Berkshire Hathaway founder
26. Crumble
29. Make sure to catch inside the line
31. Ideal ending?
33. Fake, but hopefully you can't tell
34. They take from your takehome
36. Like Brett Favre and Lance Armstrong, comparatively
37. Emulates Pepe Le Pew
38. Sports star's accessory, often
39. Forkballer Hideo
42. It's Russian for "peace"
44. Allows
45. Strategy for Kobayashi
46. Good pirate nickname
47. Astroturf, informally
48. Against
51. Provider of a certain sushi ingredient
52. Martini partner
54. Certain mid-summer classic participant, for short
55. Center's job
58. Former NFLer Justin
59. Tenth of twelve: Abbr.
60. Jersey, to a Brit
61. Element of a natural field